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Abstract. Population inhomogeneity, in the variation of the individual
social contact networks and the individual infectious-recovery rates, ren-
ders the dynamics of infectious disease spreading uncertain. As a conse-
quence the overlaying economical production network with its proper col-
laboration components is to extent impacted unpredictably. Our model
proposes a vector logistic dynamical approach to SIS dynamics in a so-
cial contact network interacting with its economic capacity network. The
probabilistic interpretation of the graph state in the vector logistic de-
scription provides a method to assess the effect of mean and variance of
the infected on the production capacity and allows the strategic plan-
ning of social connectivity regulation. The impact of the epidemic mean
effects and fluctuations on the production capacity is assessed according
cumulative, majority and fragility proxy measures.

Keywords: SIS dynamics · vector logistic equation · social graph · pro-
duction capacity.

1 Context and rationale

Compartmental epidemic models, starting with Kermack and McKendrick [11]
and various elaborations reviewed by Hethcote [9], provide a simplified descrip-
tion of the epidemic evolution through transitions between a number of categories
in a population, mainly the Susceptible, Infected, and Receptive (‘Recovered’ or
‘Removed’) - and in further model extensions, the Exposed (latency of onset),
the Deceased (change of population size) and the Maternal (immunity protection
from birth), see e.g. [6]. The aspects of socio-spatial distribution of individuals -
in terms of inhomogeneity of both the infection-recovery rates and the connectiv-
ity of each individual , and the stochastic nature of transition events require an
extension of the basic compartmental approach. To encompass the effect of socio-
spatial structure of the population in the endemic progression, and to cover the
resulting fluctuations, complex graph topologies have been implemented [10,16],
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and reformulated as the bond percolation problem [14]. Specific graph topolo-
gies have been related to epidemic extinction time by Ganesh et al. [7] and the
resilience of epidemics related to the diameter of the underlying network (e.g. in
the network structures of Facebook, the Internet, Social networks) by Lu et al.
[12]
Non-deterministic epidemic models including the effects of fluctuations are based
on stochastic diffusion equations, by approximating the continuous time Markov
chain model [1], by matching as an epidemic model with multiple hosts [13], or
by parameter perturbation [8].
Instead, our model develops a description of the epidemic dynamics immediately
at the level of intrinsic infection probability, similar to probabilistic Markov or
‘quantum-like’ system descriptions, e.g. [5,18,3]. In our model we describe the
interaction of two networks: the social contact network, as the graph union of all
individual ‘ego’ contact networks, and the production capacity network as the
graph union of all production clusters. The nodes spanning both encompassing
networks, GA(V,EA) and GB(V,EB), are the individuals of the considered pop-
ulation (filtered for professional activity in the production capacity graph).
We must take care to distinguish the concept of sub graphs - the connected
components which do not share any edge with other such components, either in
GA(V,EA) or GB(V,EB), and the interacting graphs which are (two) separate im-
plementations - or layers - of functional relations on the same population. While
the existence of connected components, or sub graphs, in the social contact net-
work GA(V,EA) has an effect on the dynamics of infectious disease spreading,
and can be indirectly influenced by regulated restriction on the degree of so-
cial connectivity, such an intervention is not applicable in the economic capacity
network. The connected components of the production capacity graph remain
fixed over time, since these components represent the economic capacity units
of individual businesses, enterprises or service systems. It has been shown that,
for interdependent networks failures in one network can percolate in another
network on which its optimal performance depends [4]. In this manner, the in-
teraction of the social graph with the production graph will allow an assessment
of the production capacity attrition and will allow an analysis for the possible
planning of regulatory intervention in the social contact network.
Finally as we have shortly mentioned earlier, in our approach each node of the
graph is characterised by its probability of being infected over time, instead of
attributing to each node a binary status of “infected” or “not-infected” at each
instance of time. The evolution of the node infection probabilities is determined
by the N-dimensional vector logistic equation. A similar probabilistic infection
approach on a graph was proposed by Wang et al. [17], but which applied a
Markov-like dynamics (idem, Eq.13) instead. The usage of the vector logistic
equation allows i) to regain the limit of the classic scalar logistic equation for
SIS dynamics when the social graph nears the complete graph, GA(V,EA) = KN

with large N , and ii) a probabilistic interpretation of the graph state vectors of
the nodes, Y, in the unitN -hypercube [0, 1]N . This approach hence allows the ex-
pression of any infection related expectation quantity 〈f〉t = Et(f) =

∑
i Yi(t)fi.
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2 Probabilistic SIS-dynamic on social contact graphs

In the compartmentalised SIS-model the dynamics of the infected fraction i, is
determined by the recovery rate δ over the infected fraction, and the infection
rate β on the product of the susceptible, s, and infected, i, fractions:

i̇ = −δi+ β(1− i)i, (1)

where 1−i(t) = s(t). Two stationary solutions can occur i∗1 = 0 and i∗2 = 1−δ/β
(the latter when δ < β). In our model, the possible interaction between the
individuals - represented by nodes - is controlled by the adjacency matrix A
of the graph GA(V,EA), |V | = N , EA ⊂ V 2, representing the social contact
network. While the specific realisation of the adjacency matrix in the true social
contact network remains unknown, a number of parameters can be estimated
or assumed [2]. Some of its properties like the average degree can be regulated
as an optimisation parameter, e.g. corresponding with the restricted number of
contacts that are allowed in a personal ‘social bubble’ or ‘support circle’.

In order to retain a detailed description at the level of individual agents and to
assess fluctuations over the network, a probability based infection-recovery model
is constructed on a network. In this approach, a probability Yi of being infected
is attributed to each node i. Conform to the interaction effect by ‘contact’, we
express the exposure of a node i by the product of its proper receptive capacity
1−Yi and the infective capacity Yj of an adjacent node j, i.e. Aij = 1, weighted
by infection rate βj and moderated by a normalisation factor of the inverse of
the node’s degree d−1

i .

Ẏi = −δiYi + d−1
i (1− Yi)

∑
j

AijβjYj (2)

The dynamical equation of the graph state vectors is written in vector nota-
tion by using δ both for the variable recovery rate vector and likewise β for
the variable infection rate vector and for the state vector Y. We further need
the Hadamard product symbol, ◦, to express the elementwise multiplication of
factors:

Ẏ = −δ ◦Y + (1−Y) ◦ d−1 ◦A (β ◦Y) (3)

this notation requires that for an isolated node the apparent division ‘0/0’ oc-
curring in A(β ◦Y)/d is effectively set equal to 0.
This vector differential equation differs from (the linear form of) the generalized
Lotka-Volterra equation by a term proportional to AY, and from the Replicator
equation by its additionally lacking a third order term Y ◦ (YTAY), and having
a first-order term in Y instead. Essentially the equation differs from these two
typical dynamical systems by the first order derivative of the state not being
a Hadamard product with the state itself. In order to attribute a probabilistic
interpretation to the magnitudes Yi, two observations are made,

– when Yi = 1, the component Yi decays over time at rate δi,
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– when Yi = 0, the component Yi grows at rate 1/diAij(β ◦ Y)j , which is
non-negative.

With an initial state 0 ≤ Y0 ≤ 1 at t = 0, the component values of Yt remain
contained in the [0, 1] range and hence can be considered as event probabilities
(for infection) assigned to the respective nodes of the graph G(V,E). The state
space of the vectors Y is the unit N-hypercube [0, 1]N , allowing each node an
infection probability between 0 and 1. We recall that in contrast, in the Repli-
cator system the corresponding state vector Y would remain on the simplex,∑N
i=1 Yi = 1, see e.g. Ohtsuki et al. [15], and in the case of the generalized

Lotka-Volterra equation the solution is unconstrained Y ∈ R+N .
It can be easily shown that the vector logistic system reduces to the standard

compartmentalised SIS equation when the graph is complete G(V,E) = KN (all
nodes have grade N − 1), and the recovery and infection rates are considered
constant over the graph. With i = 1

N

∑
j Yj and AY = N i −Y, where i = i1,

we recover the SIS equation, Eq. (1), after component-wise summation of Eq.
(2), and division by N .

Fig. 1. An illustrative epidemic evolution on a random social contact graph GA(V,EA) with num-
ber of nodes N = 1000, number of initially infected nodes init infected = 10, and average social
connectivity N connect A = 40 (left) . The variable infection rate β = 0.6(SD0.2), and the variable
recovery rate δ = 0.55(SD0.2). During the confinement, the degree-inducing social contacts parame-
ter is reduced to N confinement A = 20. The confinement period, ∆tconf , starts at time 300 and
is held on for 300 time steps (right).

Finally, with the factor of the social contact graph included in the SIS dynamics,
Eq. (3), it is now possible to study the effect on the epidemic progression by
changes in the graph structure, see Fig. (2). In particular the effect of diminishing
the social person-person contacts by culling edges in G(V,E), see Fig. 2, while
maintaining the degree vector d, allows the dynamical description of confinement
efforts in diminishing the epidemic progression.

Concurrently the cost impact from production capacity attrition in the in-
teracting economic graph can be monitored. In the next section, Sec. 3, we
define graph-based objective functions for economic capacity. In relation to the
social graph, a social cost can be defined proportional to the contact restric-
tions and the duration of the confinement, see Fig. 1, through the quantity
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Fig. 2. An unconstrained artificial social contact graph (left) and its confinement rendition (right).
In the unconstrained graph (N = 1000, skew = 4, N connect A = 40) the mean degree is 25.82, the
mean cluster coefficient is 0.28, and the graph has 4 connected components. In the confined graph
(N = 1000, skew = 4, N confinement A = 20) the mean degree has decreased to 8.04, with 88
connected components resulting.

(NconnectA − NconfinementA)∆tconf . The epidemic health cost can be defined
proportional to total infection weight on the social graph at each instance of the

epidemic through the quantity
∫ T |Y(t)|1dt.

3 The interacting economic capacity network

In our present development of the interacting graphs model we build partially
sorted random graphs to resemble real-world configurations - both in social con-
nectivity and economic networks. In principle there is no restriction on imple-
menting another topology in either of the interacting graphs. Using the partially

Fig. 3. Construction of the random economic capacity graph GB(V,EB) (right) interacting with
the social contact graph GA(V,EA), Fig. 2. The economic capacity network inherits the nodes VA

of the social contact graph (N = 1000), and is parametrized by average connectivity parameter
N connect B = 20 to obtain a number of economic capacity units nB = 88 (left).

sorted random implementation for the economic capacity graph, the Laplace ma-
trix associated to the adjacency matrix B of GB(V,EB) is used to identify the
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independent economic units, nB in number. The eigenvectors of the Laplace ma-
trix δB ◦1−B with 0-eigenvalue correspond to the connected components of the
graph. With EBi the eigenvector of the i-th economic capacity unit, a number of
proxy measures for production capacity can be formulated. At each instance of
time, the epidemic evolution on the social contact graph GA(V,EA) provides the
infected states of all individuals Y(t). Using a threshold value θ in the range [0, 1]
on the infection probability, the drop-out of active individuals can be assessed at
all moment of time. Then using the ceiling function; Yact(t) = |ceil(Y(t) < θ)|1,
is the number of healthy individuals. Similarly to identify the active individu-
als of the i-th graph component in optimal situation (no drop-out), we define
its binary vector WBi = ceil(EBi). The epidemic repercussions on each of the
economic units can be assessed according the nature of the dependence of the
economic output on the active nodes in the economic unit:

1. cumulative metrics
The drop-out of individuals on the i-th economic component can impact the
capacity of the unit proportionally:

ccum.i = Yact(t)
T .WBi

The total cumulative capacity of the full economic network GB(V,EB) is
given by CcumB =

∑nB

i=1 ccum.i.

2. majority
The drop-out of individuals on the i-th economic component can impact the
integral capacity of the unit by majority support (or other tip-over value):

cmaji = ceil

(
|Yact(t)

T ◦WBi|1
|WBi|1

≥ .5
)

The total majority capacity of the full economic network GB(V,EB) is given
by CmajB =

∑nB

i=1 cmaj.i.

3. fragility
The drop-out of each single individual of the i-th economic component im-
pacts the integral capacity of the unit:

cfragi = Π
|WBi|
j=1 (Yact(t) ∩WBi)j

where we select by intersection strictly the components corresponding to the
i-th economic component, and multiply each. The total fragile capacity of
the full economic network GB(V,EB) is given by CfragB =

∑nB

i=1 cfragi.

With the objective functions for economic capacity defined, and a standard ex-
pression for social cost of confinement proportional to (NconnectA−NconfinementA)∆tconf

and a health cost proportional to
∫ T |Y(t)|1dt, an optimization procedure based

on parameters NconfinementA and ∆tconf can be developed.
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4 Implementation and simulation results

A partially sorted random-based social contact graph was implemented to re-
flect more realistic aspects of true person-person networks as reconstructed by
e.g. Barrett et al. [2]. In particular the adjacency matrix, A, of a graph on
N=1000 nodes was designed and parametrized (skew, N connect A) to qualita-
tively approximate the degrees distribution, cluster coefficient distribution and
template graph distribution in the communities of Los Angeles, New York City
and Seattle [2]. The upper triangular matrix (diag=+1) of an ascending in-row
sorted random N × N matrix in the range [0, 1] was used to construct a sym-
metric matrix A sorted with the max values in the upper triangle aligning the
main 0-diagonal. Its unsorted counterpart A base was retro-fitted by shuffling
the row entries right of the main diagonal and restoring symmetry by fitting
the lower triangle with the transposed upper triangle matrix. Clearly the sorted
proto-adjacency matrix A sorted (still with scalars in the range [0, 1]) amasses
long linkage and fosters clique formation along the diagonal. In order to tweak
this architecture, a parameter skew was used to gradually mix in the sorting
effect on the random graph. Finally a degree-indicative connectivity parameter,
N connect A, was used to fix the threshold (N − N connect A)/N for binary
adjacency in A:

A fin = A sorted+ (A base−A sorted)/skew

A = (A fin >= (N −N connect A)/N)× 1

A number of parameter configurations where repeatedly tested to show for
N = 1000 that skew = 4 and N connect A = 40 lead to an average degree
of approximately 26 and an average cluster coefficient of .27 approximately,
and qualitatively approximates the degrees distribution and cluster coefficient
distribution of true social contact graphs [2]. The cluster coefficient distribution
can be easily obtained from the adjacency matrix. It is given by the number
of unique triangular walks from node νi over the number of contacts in the

neighbour sub-graph had it formed a clique: cc(νi) =
A3

ii/2

(di
2 )

. This sorting and

tweaking procedure to construct the artificial social contact network moreover
produces cycle and clique template graphs of low degrees. E.g., the particular
graph GA(V,EA) in Fig. 2, counts 111216 of 3-cliques, and 1082464 of 4-cliques.
The number of 3-cycli is of course the same as the number 3-cliques, and the
number of 4-cycli is 4831030.

The node-based perspective of the SIS-dynamics was further deployed to
randomly attribute individual infection and recovery rates along a lognormal
distribution. In particular for the graph GA(V,EA) in Fig. 2, with infection rate
β of mean log(0.6) and 0.2 standard deviation and, recovery rate δ of mean
log(0.55) and 0.2 standard deviation, see Fig. 5.
We reckon that the social planner impacts the social contact graph during the
confinement period by bringing about the degree-indicative connectivity param-
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Fig. 4. The degree distribution of the random artificial social contact graph GA(V,EA) (left), and
the corresponding cluster coefficient distribution (right).

eter to a smaller value N confinement A. This parameter most closely reflects
the restriction on the number of contacts that are allowed in a personal social
bubble during confinement.

Fig. 5. The lognormal random distributions of infection rate (left) and recovery rate (right) in the
random artificial social contact graph GA(V,EA).

Finally the multiplicative structure of the right-hand side of the logistic vector
first-order differential equation, Eq. 3,

Ẏ = f(Y)Y

allows a standard solution approach. From the initial state Y(0) = Y0 an incre-
mentally updated solution is obtained. The solutions for the full time-range are
obtained by the iterated multiplication with a propagator kernel adapted to the
previous state;

Yt+1 = (1 + f(Yt)dt)Yt.

In the illustrative epidemic evolution on GA(V,EA), Fig. 1, the initial state was
randomly seeded with init infected = 10 nodes. The evolution of the state
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vector Y over the full time range was obtained using time increment dt = 0.1 for
a total number of time steps = 1000. At the start of the confinement period the
propagator kernel is adapted to the reduced adjacency Aconfined - with original
degrees retained - and applied for next 300 time steps. After the confinement
period the original multiplicative kernel based on A is resumed.

5 Discussion and conclusion

We explored the possibilities of the vector logistic equation on a social contact
graph for the description of contagious disease progression and the description
of the possible economic impact of sanitary measures of contact regulation. Our
main effort focused on the framing of a graph-based probabilistic SIS-dynamical
approach through the vector logistic equation, and constructing interactions with
an economic capacity graph. A method of partial-sorting based method was
found to implement a social contact graph which resembles more closely some
properties of true person-person contact graphs.
In real world scenarios the property of social contact is graded. In our present
approach the individual’s binary adjacencies Aij are only attenuated by the
neighbour’s proper infection rate βj . More realistically this term should include
a parameter to express the contact intensity dependent on each respective con-
tact, i.e. by an infection matrix βij (e.g. related to the time of mutual exposure).
Future developments of the graph-based vector logistic dynamics for disease
spreading and its economic impact will include development of optimal opera-
tional control measures for cost and, refinement of the contamination structure.
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